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A communication solution that helps patients, families and staff
Improve patient satisfaction: We’ve researched the best layouts and designs to improve communication, reduce
anxiety, and even decrease risk of falls through the use of appropriate custom boards.  

Easy to clean and keep clean: Entire surface easily wipes off with a soft cloth, disinfectant wipe, alcohol or just plain 
water. No need for germ-inviting erasers or special cleaners.

Long lasting: Our quality surface, framing, backing, and accessories are meant to last, even in the harsh hospital 
environment.  In fact, our patented coating eliminates ghosting or fading and we guarantee it for life!

Reinforce the hospital brand: Add the hospital logo to reinforce a good patient experience. Customize each 
department’s boards to maintain the brand but meet the department’s specific needs.
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Long Lasting
We use the highest quality writable 

surfaces, all VividBoards carry a 
limited lifetime warranty against 

ghosting and fading.

Sustainable
VividBoard is focused on the 

environment. We use up to 70% 
recycled materials, our coating and 
printing process is VOC free and we  

are CARB compliant.

Vivid Graphics
Our photographic imaging process 

transforms dry erase boards 
into interactive communication 
tools.Using the best print and 

sublimation technology, the design 
becomes the surface of the board, 

making every inch usable.

Homegrown
We’re proud to be made in the USA.  

All VividBoard products are 
manufactured in Lebanon, Ohio and 

delivered nationwide.

Easy Clean
Special cleaners are not required  
to keep the surface looking new. 

We have tested and approved many 
industrial-strength cleaners to prevent 

the spread of germs and infections.

Every VividBoard features:

Customizable
We manufacture all products to order.  
You have the option to choose from 
a templated dry erase board or start 

from scratch by working with our 
design team to develop your own art.
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classic
magnetic | non-magnetic whiteboards

WHY CLASSIC

Classic VividBoards offer customized dry erase boards 

that bring color and professionalism to any environment. 

These boards are the most popular because they offer the 

broadest range of options and are guaranteed for life.

Light Oak Cherry Oak

AluminumFrameless
(Round)

Frameless
(Square)

Image Trim

FRAME OPTIONS:

  Size Unframed Aluminum Frame 
(no tray)

Aluminum Frame 
(with tray)

Image Trim 
or Wood Frame

(no tray)

18” x 24”             $55* $69 $79 $79

2’ x 3’            $82*                       $99 $109  $109

3’ x 4’                n/a       $175 $187 $187

4’ x 4’             n/a $289 $302 $302

4’ x 6’             n/a $375 $390 $390

4’ x 8’             n/a $395 $410 $410
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Size Aluminum Frame
 (no tray)

Aluminum Frame 
(with tray)

Image Trim 
or Wood Frame

(no tray)

18” x 24” $89 $99 $99

2’ x 3’ $139 $149 $149

3’ x 4’ $232 $244 $244

4’ x 4’ $356 $369 $369

4’ x 6’ $463 $478 $478

4’ x 8’ $535 $550 $550
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* Actual sizes are 18” x 23” and 23” x 35” respectively

Unframed only available in non-magnetic option
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Additional frames and custom sizes available - Contact your Account Manager for a quote.

We offer quantity discounts. For details on quantity discounts, freight policy, and art charges, see our terms and conditions page.
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inharmony
glassboards with changeable content

  Size Price

18” x 24” $180

2’ x 3’ $270

• Product is available in vertical and horizontal format 

• For printing on glass, add add $35 for 18”x24”           

            or $50 for 2’x3’ (per board)

• For double sided inserts, add $5 for 18”x24”              

            or $10 for 2’x3’ (per board)

We offer quantity discounts. For details on quantity discounts, 

freight policy, and art charges, see our terms and conditions page.

Why InHarmony

The premium frameless and borderless glass showcases a modern design that 

complements any décor. Our ¼” thick tempered glassboard resists bowing and is 

non-porous, so not only will it not ghost or stain, but it is also naturally anti-microbial. 

Print a design directly on the glass as a border, or leave it clear for a simple look. Our 

rigid VividCore™ insert slides in and out easily on our specially designed track, which 

also doubles as a marker holder. 

*Please ensure you have clearance on either side of the board to remove the insert as needed

Includes single-sided insert and plain glass without 

design.

Channel Detail1" Corner Radius
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  Size Square Rounded

18” x 24” $191 $205

2’ x 3’ $261 $288

3’ x 4’ $448 $493

4’ x 4’ $592 $652

4’ x 6’ $807 $888

4’ x 8’ $986 $1085
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  Size Square Rounded

18” x 24” $281 $295

2’ x 3’ $340 $374

3’ x 4’ $582 $641

4’ x 4’ $770 $847

4’ x 6’ $1050 $1,155

4’ x 8’ $1,282 $1,410
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Why MyHarmony Glass

The ultimate design statement, frameless and borderless 

glass provides minimalist design that complements any 

décor. Square or rounded standoffs provide strength, 

safety and durability while creating 1/4” spacing between 

the wall and glassboard. Square Rounded

FINISH OPTIONS:

myharmony
premium glass markerboard
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We offer quantity discounts. For details on quantity discounts, freight policy, 

and art charges, see our terms and conditions page.



featured art line selections

depth   

• Frame Width: ¼”

German Silver

Matte Black

Black Metalline

Matte Black

Antique Gold

Florentine Silver

Satin Chocolate

German Silver

Matte Black

platinum    

• Frame Width: 13⁄8”

angle    

• Frame Width: 7⁄8”

custom
Additional frame  

extrusions and colors  
available upon request.  

Contact us for more info.
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art line
Limitless options to match any environment

Because of the highly-custom nature of Art Line all projects are custom quoted. 

For more information, please call 

(877) 543-2999

Why Art Line

The ultimate upgrade on our Classic VividBoard featuring our VividShield coating - the Art Line features over 140 frame 

options to go on any substrate to create a unique feature piece for your office or healthcare facility.  This coating and its 

lifetime guarantee transform your graphics into colorful interactive communication tools and the limitless framing choices 

make your dry erase board a feature piece in your facility. The creative options are endless as graphics can appear 

anywhere on the board in high-impact colors that grab attention and promote brand recognition.
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vividboard
terms and conditions

Payment

VividBoard gladly accepts the following forms of payment: Visa, Master Card, American 

Express and Purchase Orders.  Purchase Orders will require a credit application if credit is not 

already on file with GMi Companies.

Freight

All products sold are FOB Factory and ship from Lebanon, Ohio 45036.  Freight will be quoted 

and billed accordingly.

Art Charges

Art and design fees are in addition to the prices listed. Design services are $150 per 

design for Classic VividBoards and MyHarmony Glassboards.  For InHarmony Changeable 

Glassboards art could be up to $300. Up to 3 edits are included for all designs. Additional 

edits and changes will incur additional charges. Pre-printed numbering for room numbers, 

phone numbers, etc. is available for an additional charge of $100.

Quantity Discounts

Prices listed are for orders 25 boards.  Please contact your account manager to discuss 

discounts for larger opportunities.

Production Time

All products are made to order. Production begins following receipt of the purchase order and 

after artwork has been approved.  Your account manager will include a production time once 

art approvals have been received.

Cancellation Policy

VividBoard excels at expediting all orders as quickly as possible.  All products are made to 

order; therefore orders can only be cancelled within 24 hours from receipt of art approval and 

purchase order.  After 24 hours, orders can only be cancelled with VividBoard’s consent, there 

is no guarantee that any order after 24 hours can be cancelled.

Return Policy

Because of the custom nature of all VividBoard products, returns are not accepted.

Warranty

All VividBoard products carry a limited lifetime warranty on the surface of the product.  Please 

review the cleaning instructions for proper care to ensure warranty remains valid.


